BY CHRIS MARTIN

O

n a precariously steep slope in Franconia Notch State Park, several
hundred feet above a roadside pullout where travelers pause to view
the jagged remains of New Hampshire’s now-fallen Old Man of the
Mountain, four of us struggle through dense balsam fir as we approach
the base of a giant free-standing rock column. My three climbing partners
and I have been angling toward this spot for nearly an hour. Several hours
more will pass before we descend, lichen-covered and black fly-bitten,
back to the parking lot. Just above us, two crescent-winged silhouettes
arc into and out of sight, and their raspy cries echo off the granite walls.
We have entered the peregrines’ vertical realm.

Regal Cliff Dwellers
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Peregrine falcons patrol broad air spaces and open landscapes where
they can stage mid-air ambushes on unsuspecting flying prey – mostly
birds, but also bats and dragonflies. Mountain notches like Franconia –
as well as broad floodplain fields, large lakes and reservoirs, and coastal
salt marshes – are their preferred hunting areas. Peregrines raise young on
sheer cliffs, or on human-made structures that mimic cliffs, because such
sites support few of their predators and provide a superb view of the
territory under their command. These nesting ledges – known as “aeries”
– are typically isolated shelves concealed within large vertical walls.
Overhanging rock roofs shelter the most secure aeries from pelting rain
and wet spring snow.
Peregrines often deposit their eggs in simple shallow depressions
scraped out of eroding ledge material, but occasionally they take over
nests constructed by common ravens, one of their few cliff-dwelling
avian neighbors. Ravens build hefty stick nests, often anchored to the
cliff by nothing more than sturdy paper birch saplings whose roots are
wedged tightly into crumbling rock. Frequently lined with soft deer or
44
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identification bands on the nestlings, and then retreat … hopefully with all of our body parts still intact. We begin to climb.

Population Crash
Before World War II, very few people aside from falconers
paid much attention to wild peregrines in northern New England. As a result, the historical record of the population’s
abundance and distribution is spotty at best. One individual
who did study the birds during the 1920s and 1930s was Dr.
Charles A. Proctor, a Dartmouth College physics professor who
repeatedly visited their aeries on either side of the Connecticut
River in New Hampshire and Vermont. Proctor and his young
assistants (mostly wide-eyed Dartmouth undergrads) established viewing
blinds on several
cliff faces, such as
on Holts Ledge in
Lyme. Proctor’s
remarkable endeavors which, in
his own words, he
undertook
“in
much the same
spirit in which others go fishing,”
produced
an
unequalled photographic record of
the so-called “eastern rock peregrine”
and its breeding
behavior just three
short decades before this distinct
variety of Falco
peregrinus anatum
completely disappeared.
The decline
of the peregrine
was swift. After
World War II, the
chemical pesticide DDT was
widely used to
control mosquitoes and to
protect agricultural crops from
insect pests.
DDT rapidly
traveled through the food web, infiltrating nearly all animal
tissue. Its toxic effects were biomagnified at higher levels in the
food web, and raptors were especially susceptible. By the late
1950s, New Hampshire’s dwindling peregrine population was
no longer successfully raising young. Some adult peregrines,
and many embryos developing in eggs, perished from the
chemical’s effects. Lesser concentrations of DDT caused falcons
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moose hair originally gathered by the ravens, these co-opted
corvid homes provide ideal spots to raise young falcons.
In the past several decades, peregrines have also become
increasingly at home in urban settings, where high-rise buildings, major bridges and tall smokestacks function as surrogate
cliffs, and where pigeons, starlings and other prey species are
abundant.
Besides getting to visit many of the state’s remote peregrine
aeries, my job at New Hampshire Audubon also includes finding and training talented volunteers to help accomplish New
Hampshire Fish and Game’s peregrine falcon management
objectives. When it comes to working with peregrines, my
volunteer partners today definitely have the right combination
of skills.
Paul Cormier is
a carpenter-craftsman who also
works as a professional climbing
guide in North
Conway. Michael
Pelchat manages
the nearby Mount
Washington State
Park. Paul and Mike
share an affinity for
the White Mountains’ wilderness
extremes, and have
volunteered for
dozens of climbs to
New Hampshire’s
falcon aeries since
the early 1990s.
Both are active in
the Androscoggin
Valley Rescue
Squad; responding
repeatedly to mountain emergencies
has sharpened their
outdoor skills.
Another volunteer,
Robert An angry mother peregrine (right)
Vallieres, is a mili- presents a fierce display to protect her
tary veteran who,
chicks (above), as biologists pay a
since returning
monitoring call to a Franconia Notch
from the Persian
nesting site.
Gulf, has developed an obsession
with peregrines, an
uncanny eye for spotting them and a special gift for teaching
others about them. Bob worked seasonally for New Hampshire
Audubon as a field biologist for several years, tracking down
reports of new falcon pairs and documenting outcomes of their
breeding attempts.
We are finally at the base of the Eaglet Spire, a 200-foot
steeple-like formation perched high over Profile Lake. Our next
task is to climb to the aerie, examine and place aluminum
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Peregrine pioneers:
Dr. Charles Proctor
(far right) and his
Dartmouth students
provided critical early
documentation of
peregrine populations
along the Connecticut
River.
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restore an endangered species in the wild. Use of
DDT was prohibited in
Canada starting in 1969
and in the U.S. in 1972.
The American peregrine
falcon was federally listed
as Endangered in 1970,
and similar status followed in New Hampshire
in
1979.
Cornell
University’s Dr. Tom
Cade founded a group called The Peregrine Fund,
and he convinced federal and state wildlife authorities, environmental groups and private
falconers to combine forces to reintroduce peregrines to the wild.
Granite Staters were among those at the forefront of this massive recovery effort. One New
Hampshire resident, Rene Bollengier, became the
first leader of the Eastern Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team, the multi-organizational group tasked
with creating a plan to guide peregrine restoration
efforts in the eastern U.S. Another local resident,
Paul Nickerson, played a key role as Chief of
Endangered Species for the northeast region of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. In the most authoritative book on the subject, Return of the Peregrine:
A North American Saga of Tenacity and Teamwork (Cade and Burnham, 2003, The Peregrine
Fund), Nickerson summed up the situation: “We
were facing a real challenge in the East, because
our breeding birds were gone – extirpated.”

to lay thin-shelled eggs unable to survive the
rigors of incubation. By the mid-1960s, all known
peregrine aeries in New Hampshire had been
abandoned. A few years later, all historical breeding sites across
northern New England
and upstate New York
were vacant, an area
that contained about 85
New Hampshire’s recently adopted Wildlife Action
pairs before the 1940s,
Plan (see WildNH.com) identifies several likely ongoing
according to Univerthreats to peregrines. Among these are possible health
sity of Wisconsin
concerns and behavioral changes related to exposure
professor
Joseph
to pollutants; collision risks and broader habitat changes
Hickey.
stemming from communications and wind energy infraThis rapid populastructure; and potential breeding behavior disruptions
tion crash, not really
caused by increased recreational activity at cliffs.
recognized until it had
Roughly half of the state’s peregrine nest sites
already run its course,
currently experience recreational pressure significant
actually set the stage
enough to trigger temporary use restrictions to minimize
for a truly remarkable
nesting disturbance. Direct outreach to the rock climbcomeback
– history’s
ing community includes working with individual climbers,
most
sweeping
contiprofessional guides and organized climbers’ associanent-wide
effort
to
tions for joint stewardship of cliffs. Climbing

Partnering to Protect

groups often get involved directly in discussions that set the dimensions of
temporary recreational closures at highuse sites. Over the past 20 years, biologists
working for federal and state agencies or
non-governmental partner groups, such
as N. H. Audubon, have “shared ropes”
with a total of 35 individual climbers on
nearly 150 climbs to New Hampshire peregrine aeries. Climbing together and
handling these wild creatures in breathtaking settings like Franconia Notch has a
way of forging durable and long-lasting
partnerships for wildlife.
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Back from the Brink
Expertise from falconers and funding from
both the federal government and private sources
led to the release of roughly 2,500 captive-produced young peregrines in the eastern U.S. starting
in 1974. Ninety-eight young birds were released
at two sites in the White Mountain National Forest
in New Hampshire from 1976 through 1987, under
the guidance of respected U.S. Forest Service (and
later N.H. Fish and Game) wildlife biologist John
Lanier.
When two chicks fledged from a nest at nearby
Eagle Cliff in 1981, Franconia Notch became the
first natural cliff site in the entire eastern U.S. to
produce wild-hatched peregrines in nearly a quarter-century! Gradually, wildlife managers shifted
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Live from Elm Street!
focus from releasing captive-raised young to monitoring and managing naturally reproducing pairs.
Since the 1980s, peregrines have been one of the
most intensively monitored and managed wildlife species in New Hampshire. A remarkably
complete data set on statewide productivity and
breeding habitat availability has resulted from
over 25 years of field monitoring coordinated by
N.H. Audubon, under the direction of Fish and
Game’s Nongame and Endangered Wildlife
Program.
Across northern New England and northern
New York, biologists tallied nearly 30 territorial
pairs in 1990 and 50 pairs before 2000. The 99
pairs tracked in the region in 2006 exceeded the
pre-DDT population estimated to exist some 65
years earlier. Recovery data from banded peregrines from New Hampshire show quite clearly
that they are not isolated from those breeding in
neighboring states. They constitute an interconnected regional population. Birds raised at nests
in New York, Maine and Vermont ultimately
establish their own breeding territories in New
Hampshire, and vice versa.

N.H. Audubon’s “Peregrine Cam” offers a close-up view of peregrines nesting
atop the Brady-Sullivan Tower in
Manchester. You can watch live streaming video of the raptors – or check out still
photos from breeding seasons past and
present – at www.nhaudubon.org.

Chris Martin is a Wildlife Biologist for New
Hampshire Audubon. He coordinates monitoring
and management of the state’s peregrine falcon
population, and similar efforts for several other
at-risk birds of prey, under contract with N.H.
Fish and Game. Chris was recognized in 2006 by
the New England Region of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for his contributions to
raptor conservation.

Peregrines raise their
young on sheer cliffs,
or tall buildings that
mimic cliffs, for
protection from
predators and a
commanding view of
their hunting
grounds.

Working our way up the cliff, an adult female
peregrine passes back and forth over us in a rapid
succession of parabolic dives, within inches of
our climbing helmets. Female peregrines are bigger and more imposing than their male counterparts
in almost every imaginable way: broader wingspan, more powerful bodies, greater weight, larger
feet. They also possess a fierce maternal instinct
that erupts whenever they perceive a threat to their
young.
As we clamber onto the nest ledge, kneeling
next to a huddled mass of four down-covered
chicks, the mother’s defensive calls again quicken
and rise in pitch. Now she unsheathes her secret
weapons – calloused feet with forward-facing toes
rolled into two powerful bright yellow fists, plus
a pair of trailing rear toes extended fully to reveal
two sharp black talons. As the assault continues,
she rakes our helmets and snags our outstretched
sleeves. Attempting to redirect the mother’s ire
and give us an opportunity to band the young,
Paul resorts to cutting a leaf-covered birch sapling, thrusting it overhead. In moments, shreds of
green leaf confetti begin to cover the ledge!
Not all female peregrines are as aggressive as
this one, but at certain aeries we have come to
expect a dramatic reception on every annual
banding visit. Today, waving the sapling and
dodging the protective peregrine’s talons, we
manage to band the four chicks and beat a fast
retreat. In the skies over New Hampshire’s mountains, lakes and cities – the peregrines’ vertical
realm – earthbound humans like us are simply no
match for one of nature’s feathered wonders.
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Running (Climbing) the Gauntlet
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